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Partiipants in the Workshop were invited to ontribute to a olletion of promisingresearh diretions, re�eting their own interests and, as appropriate, following on fromtheir own presentations at the onferene. What follows is a lightly edited version of theseontributions. It is o�ered as a tangible long-term outome of the Workshop and as adoument whih the organizers hope will prove of interest and use to the mathematialommunity. Contributors are identi�ed in the margin by their last name; a full list ofpartiipants in the Workshop is to be found at the end. The setions represent three ofthe broad themes of the Workshop. Slides from some of the talks are available on theonferene website:http://liv.a.uk/∼pjgiblin/B-W2012/The ontributors below whose talks are available in this way are indiated by * .The Workshop gratefully aknowledges funding from the Engineering andPhysial Sienes Researh Counil (EPSRC), the London Mathematial So-iety, the Researh Centre in Mathematis and Modelling (RCMM) at theUniversity of Liverpool, and the Faulty of Siene and Engineering at theUniversity of Liverpool.1 Classi�ation problems. Connetions between analyti and topologial invariantsof singularities. Global singularity theoryBrue The onferene brought up the following important issues for me; making me awareof new diretions and break-throughs whih will in�uene my future diretion ofresearh:(a) The problem of the loal topologial lassi�ation of isolated singularities hasbeen around for a longme. We know that Milnor number onstant implies topologialtriviality, at least when the ambient spae is of dimension 2 or at least 4, but theproof needs the somewhat unnatural use of the h-obordism theorem. We also knowthat Whitney regularity is enough, is even equivalent to the µ∗ onstant onditionsof Teissier, but seems to be too rigid, and its failure remains something of a mystery.The work of Birbrair, Neumann and Pihon provides a whole new approah usingbi-Lipshitz onditions (admittedly only in the ase when the ambient spae is 3-dimensional) and seems one of the most exiting developments in this area over the1



last 20 years. The bi-Lipshitz onditions seem natural, they provide an approahwhih lies in between smooth equisingularity (too tight) and homeomorphism (notenough struture), and supplies enough information to get at resolutions of thesingularities. The approah yields a `thik' and `thin' deomposition of the link ofthe singularity. The most impressive element is that this is, in addition, alulable.There is a lot of geometry in here, and real hope that this new approah will allow usto view the area between smooth equisingularity/Whitney regularity and topologialequisingularity from a di�erent viewpoint, and gain some deeper geometri insights.(Talks of O'Shea, Neumann and Pihon.) This work has the potential to provide avery signi�ant advane in our understanding of these omplex phenomena.(b) Even better news is that there is also a way of looking at this from an algebraiviewpoint; this ame from the talk of Ga�ney, where he looked at his equisingularityonditions but this time with a bi-Lipshitz approah. Ga�ney's approah is notlimited to the surfae ase (ambient dimension 3) and should (i) produe some inter-esting examples where we an ompare with the geometri progress being made byBirbrair et al; (ii) suggest how that work might be extended to ambient dimensionsgreater than 3.() One of the hallenges to singularity theory is to extend ideas whih originate withthe hypersurfae and omplete intersetion ase to mappings. An exellent test aseis that of mappings of o-rank 1. Houston produed an approah in this ase whihgeneralises the work of Teissier and Ga�ney by way of �nding numerial invariantswhose loal onstany haraterises loal Whitney equisingularity. This starts tosuggest how one an take the beautiful and powerful results for hypersurfaes, whihoriginated in the 1970's, and at last extend them to a large family of mappings of�nite A-odimension.(d) Singularities are fasinating and idiosynrati and one one obtains a listing(either in low odimension or low modality) it is natural to seek patterns in thelist. Over the years there have been a range of interesting duality results identifyingpatterns in some natural invariants assoiated to distint singularities. A natu-ral hallenge is to try to understand where these `oinidenes' originate. Usingsome natural ideas, taken originally from theoretial physis, Ebeling (joint workwith Takahashi) has signi�antly extended our understanding of these pairings, andopened up new lines of enquiry. There are deep onnetions with mirror symmetryand more generally the duality often seems to originate from symmetries withinthe singularities themselves. The approah seemed of great interest and apable ofgeneralisation.Buhweitz So far, the very reent tehnique of desribing geometrial objets through non-ommutative algebra by means of an exat equivalene between derived ategorieshad its broadest appliations in projetive geometry. There, Dubrovin predited in1998 that tilting objets for projetive Fano manifolds exist whenever their quantumohomology is generially semi-simple.Appliations in singularity theory arose from the MKay orrespondene for simpleor Kleinian singularities, and work by Bridgeland-King-Reid (2001), Bridgeland2



(2002), van den Bergh (2005) and, quite reently, Boklandt (2011), Iyama-Wemyss(sine 2010) and others, ombines for a fairly omplete piture in dimension three.For further appliations, some entral questions are:(a) If a projetive sheme X admits a tilting objet, and V is an ample a�ne vetorbundle over it, when does it allow a tilting objet as well? If so, then the singularityobtained by ollapsing the zero setion of the bundle admits a nonommutativedesingularization. The analogous question for projetive bundles has an a�rmativeanswer, as known through work of D.Orlov (1992), re�ned by L.Costa and R. Miro-Roig(2005).(b) However, for a�ne bundles the situation is more intriate, in that there areusually titling objets that do not lift. Bridgeland's work (2005), re-interpreting thetheory of helies from Rudakov's seminar (1990), shows that for a Fano variety andits antianonial bundle the answer is always positive, but work by Leushke, van denBergh and the speaker (2010) regarding nonommutative resolutions of singularitiesfor determinantal singularities implies that this is not so for diret sums of opiesof the otangent bundle, even over projetive spae. However, in that ase, there isalways some tilting objet that lifts.This leads to further questions:() What is the interplay between tilting objets and (ample) line bundles over X?Given any tilting objet T and a line bundle L on X , the objet T will lift to atilting objet on all su�iently high tensor power of L, thus, to the pair (T, L) onemight assoiate the smallest positive integer n so that the n-fold tensor power of Ladmits the lift of T as tilting objet. Similarly, eah tilting objet will determinein this way a subset of the ample one, thus, induing a partial ordering on tiltingobjets with respet to ample line bundles.(d) Whih (isolated) singularities allow nonommutative desingularizations? Start-ing from projetive varieties (or staks) as above, one is thus led to (quasi-)homogeneoussingularities that are ones over them. However, the results in dimension three holdmore generally, thus, one might wonder what the analogue of Dubrovin's onjetureshould be for singularities?If a Gorenstein singularity has a ommutative repant resolution, then it has rationalsingularities. Sta�ord and van den Bergh (2008) showed a nonommutative analogueof this result: If an isolated singularity has a nonommutative repant resolution,then it is rational.(e) Reently, Weyman-Zhao (arXiv 2012) exhibit singularities in orbit losures ofvarious ations of the general linear group that admit nonommutative desingular-izations, but the endomorphism algebras of the assoiated titlting objet are nolonger Cohen-Maaulay. So, what in�uenes the algebrai struture of the nonom-mutative desingularization, or what are the possibilities, aside from being of �niteglobal dimension and �nite over their noetherian entre?(f) For a broader appliation of these tools and ideas to singularity theory, it isneessary to extend the results from (projetive/a�ne-)geometri tilting theory tothe analyti ontext. 3



(g) Building on the work with Leushke and van den Bergh, and supposing that gen-eralization to the analyti ategory does not meet basi obstrutions, it seems likelythat any disriminant in a versal deformation of an isolated omplete intersetionsingularity admits a nonommutative desingularization.(h) All these developments raise fundamental issues: To what extent an the tool-box from (loal) ommutative algebra be applied? For example, beause the alge-bras arising in nonommutative resolutions are of �nite global dimension, Hilbert'sSyzygy Theorem applies, but we know almost nothing about the struture of pro-jetive resolutions.du Plessis* Terry Wall showed in 1980 that A-�nite map-germs admit essentially unique max-imal ompat subgroups of A-symmetries. Les Wilson and I laimed in 1991 asplitting of this group as a maximal ompat group of R-symmetries plus a om-pat subgroup of the group of all smooth symmetries of the disriminant, at leastfor a large lass of A-�nite germs. It was reently pointed out by Aasa Feragenthat a key argument we used then was badly wrong. In my talk I desribed a muhbetter approah that Les Wilson and I have reently worked out, whih also yieldsa muh better result.This advane in tehnique seems likely to have other appliations to symmetryquestions in singularity theory, in partiular beause the requirement of �nite de-terminay an be relaxed.Some natural diretions for future researh are to study redutive groups of sym-metries, also in the real ase, to study �nite dimensional Lie algebras preservingsingularities; and to onsider these questions for other groups of equivalenes aris-ing in appliations in e.g. image analysis and bifuration theory (espeially in theontext of symmetry-breaking).Ebeling* In joint work with C.T.C. Wall almost thirty years ago, we disovered an extensionof Arnold's strange duality embraing on one hand series of bimodal hypersurfaesingularities and on the other, isolated omplete intersetion singularities. We showthat this duality an be regarded as a speial ase of a mirror symmetry betweeninvertible weighted homogeneous polynomials with groups of diagonal symmetries.This is joint work with A. Takahashi.Here are some diretions for further researh.We onsider invertible polynomials in three variables and de�ne Dolgahev andGabrielov numbers for them. The geometrial meaning of the Gabrielov numbers inthe presene of the group ation is still not lear and should be explored. One analso investigate whether it is possible to de�ne Dolgahev and Gabrielov numbersin the ase of more than three variables.The talk shows that it is important to study singularities with the ation of a �nitegroup of symmetries, in the invariant and equivariant setting. There are still manyopen questions and this is a good area for further researh.The mirror symmetry omes from physis. On the other hand, it seems that singu-larity theory beomes more and more important for physis. There are interestingrelations whih should be studied. I mention three reent preprints: H. Fan, T.4



Jarvis, Y. Ruan: The Witten equation, mirror symmetry and quantum singularitytheory. arXiv: 0712.4021 S. Ceotti, M. Del Zotto: On Arnold's 14 `exeptional'
N = 2 superonformal gauge theories. arXiv: 1107.5747 M. Del Zotto: MoreArnold's N = 2 superonformal gauge theories. arXiv: 1110.3862Ga�ney A theory of Bi-Lipshitz equisingularity is emerging from the work of many authors.Comparing the urrent state of the theory with that of Whitney equisingularity,there is no in�nitesimal desription of the strati�ation ondition as there is forWhitney equisingularity. In my talk I desribed an approah to this desriptionusing the theory of integral losure of modules, and reported on progress to dateand assoiated open questions.There are many open ended and large problems. Various talks at the onferene de-sribed the deomposition of normal surfae singularities using the Lipshitz stru-ture of the singularity. This talk gives the start of an in�nitesimal struture forstudying Lipshitz equisingularity. Using these tools expliate the onnetion be-tween limiting linear strutures suh as the aureole of Lê and Teissier and the Lip-shitz deomposition of the spae that tends to the limit. The work on the deom-position of normal surfae singularities gives a good start for this problem in thatase, but the problem makes sense in many settings�higher dimensional omplexanalyti sets, the Milnor �bers of a funtion, or of a map in the ICIS ase, or asmoothing for smoothable singularities. The answer to this question would allowyou to read o� from the limiting linear struture muh of the Lipshitz deompo-sition of the spaes in the limit. The best answer would allow you to read frominvariants onneted with the limiting struture some of the Lipshitz onstantsassoiated to the deomposition of the singularity.If you think of the limiting linear struture as the bud, then the spae is the �ower,with the piees of the Lipshitz deomposition the petals. We are �nally ready tomove from the bud, whih we have understood for the long time, to the petals ofthe �owers.Hamm The lassial Lefshetz theorem on hyperplane setions for singular ohomology im-plies a Lefshetz theorem for the Piard group, i.e. the group of isomorphism lassesof line bundles: one uses the exponential sequene and Hodge theory. Instead ofline bundles one an also onsider line bundles with a onnetion or with an in-tegrable onnetion and obtain modi�ed versions of the Piard group. These arethe objets of joint work with Lê D�ung Tráng (in progress). There are long exatohomology sequenes whih allow to study them, too. In fat every onnetion isautomatially integrable in the ase of a line bundle on a ompat Kähler manifold,as an be shown using Hodge theory. Instead of projetive varieties one an alsoonsider quasi-projetive ones or the loal ontext (where the results are onsider-ably weaker). The theory of vetor bundles with an integrable onnetion has beeninorporated in the study of holonomi D-modules. But it would be interesting tostudy non-integrable onnetions, as well: how to lassify them? Is there a hope forat least a partial geometri signi�ane? What about stimulation from the lassialtheory of di�erential equations?Houston The famous Briançon-Speder-Teissier result states that a family of isolated hyper-surfae singularities is equisingular if and only if its µ∗-sequene arising from Milnor5



�bres of slies is onstant. There is a similar sequene for families of orank 1 om-plex analyti mappings from n-spae to n + 1-spae. If this sequene is onstant,then the image of a family of mappings is equisingular. For families of orank 1maps from 3-spae to 4-spae the onverse is true.The key obstrution to generalizing the onverse to higher dimensions is that theEuler harateristi of the Milnor �bres of ertain non-isolated hypersurfae sin-gularities is not known. In this talk I will disuss the main result and present aonjeture regarding this unknown Euler harateristi.The main equisingularity result relies on knowledge of the Euler harateristi of theMilnor �bre of the Whitney umbrella. The normal form for a generalization of thismap, to the ase of stable orank maps from omplex n-spae to (n+1)-spae, is wellknown. However, as the Milnor �bre for these is unknown (the singularities are non-isolated) the equisingularity result annot be extended. The Euler harateristi forthese and other stable maps should be alulated.Kourliouros The following problem is one of the lassial (and simplest) problems in the theoryof Lagrangian singularities: Classify plane urve singularities V = {f = 0} andfuntion germs f = f(x, y) with an isolated ritial point at the origin, under theation of di�eomorphisms preserving the sympleti struture ω = dx ∧ dy of theplane. The answer is ompletely known and has been given by several authors indi�erent equivalent forms. Here we give initial results for the relative ase of theabove problem, (onsidered �rst by R. Melrose) i.e. in the ase where the symple-tomorphisms under onsideration preserve also a �xed smooth urve (the boundary)
Σ = {x = 0}. We show in partiular that the simple boundary singularities of planeurves, as well as their versal deformations, oinide with the orresponding sym-pleti orbits, while the lassiï¬�ation of funtions has funtional moduli, even forgeneri singularities of odimension ≥ 1. We then give an interpretation of thesemoduli in terms of ation integrals of the sympleti form along the vanishing ylesand half-yles of the singularity f .Diretions for Future ResearhI would like to indiate here some diretions for researh related to problems ofsingularity theory in sympleti geometry (and onsequently in lassial and quan-tum mehanis, variational alulus, ontrol theory et.). Some of the ideas andproblems presented below are either well known (but not ompletely solved), whileothers have been pointed out to me by various partiipants of the workshop, eitherdiretly in disussions, either in a form of a leture.Singularities of Hamiltonian Systems and Variational Problems with ConstraintsA Hamiltonian system with Constraints is a quadruple (Mm, N2n,Ω, F ) onsistingof a Hamiltonian system (=a funtion) F on a sympleti manifold (N2n,Ω) anda submanifold Mm representing the onstraints. Equivalently, it is a diagram ofmappings

Mm i
→֒ (N2n,Ω)

F
→ Kwhere K = R or C. By equivalene of (germs of) Hamiltonian Systems with Con-straints we mean equivalene of the above diagrams of mappings where the middlevertial arrow is a (germ of) sympletomorphism. In partiular, it means equivalene6



of Hamiltonian systems F by sympleti di�eomorphisms of (N2n,Ω) preserving alsoa distinguished submanifold Mm.Example 1. The results that I presented in the workshop are exatly the loallassi�ation results for the simplest ase m = 1, n = 1. The �rst ouring (generi)singularities in that ase have been lassi�ed by R. B. Melrose in [4℄.Problem 1. Classify Hamiltonian System with Constraints for general dimensions
m and n.Undoubtedly, the symmetry group of the pair (Ω,Mm) =(sympleti form, subman-ifold) is relatively small (ompared to group of sympletomorphisms) and one shouldexpet funtional moduli in the lassi�ation problem, even for the �rst ouringsingularities.Example 2. For the simplest ase m = 1, n = 1, there exists at least one funtionalmodulus for all singularities of odimension ≥ 1.The geometri (and analyti) properties of the funtional moduli are essential in thereognision of the obstrutions to equivalene, stability, e.t.. (.f. [1℄ and referenestherein)Problem 2. Study the moduli in the lassi�ation problem 1. Find the orrespond-ing Poinare series and the intrinsi number of funtional invariants. Is it possibleto �nd invariant normal forms ontaining these moduli as funtional parameters?Related lassi�ation relsults, for the pairs of hypersurfaes (M2n−1, V 2n−1) in asympleti manifold (N2n,Ω), have been obtained by R. B. Melrose [4℄, [5℄ and byV. I. Arnol'd [2℄. In the latter referene, several assoiated objets to the diagramof mappings

M2n−1 i
→֒ (N2n,Ω)

j
←֓ V 2n−1,are brought also into normal form by sympleti equivalenes (as for example thesingularities of the time funtion for the problem of bypassing an obstale boundedby a hypersurfae, or the equations of geodesis for a surfae and a geodesi bundlein general position).The following generalisation is then natural:Problem 3. Study the singularities of generi diagrams of mappings:

Mm i
→֒ (N2n,Ω)

j
←֓ V 2n−1,where V 2n−1 is the level hypersurfae V 2n−1 = {F = 0} of (the Hamiltonian) F and

Mm is a (onstraint) submanifold of the sympleti manifold N2n.Referenes[1℄ A. Agrahev, I. Zelenko, On feedbak Classi�ation of Control-A�ne Systemswith One and Two-Dimensional Inputs,[2℄ V. I. Arnol'd, Lagrangian Manifolds with Singularities, Asymptoti Rays andthe Open Swallowtail, Funtional Analysis and its Appliations, Vol. 15, No. 4(1981), 235-246 7



[3℄ J. Martinet, Sur les Singularités des Formes Di�érentielles, Ann. Inst. -Fourier(Grenoble), 20, 1970, no. 1, pp. 95-178[4℄ R. B. Melrose, On Equivalene of Glaning Hypersurfaes I, Inventiones Math.37, 165-191, (1976)[5℄ R. B. Melrose, On Equivalene of Glaning Hypersurfaes II, MathematisheAnnalen, 255, Number 2 (1981), 159-198Lemahieu Let P and Q be holomorphi germs (Cn+1, 0)→ (C, 0) and let f be the meromorphifuntion P/Q.S. Gusein-Zade, I. Luengo and A. Melle-Hernández have de�ned aMilnor �ber for f . They obtain a formula à la A'Campo for its zeta funtion ofmonodromy. We de�ne the (loal) topologial zeta funtion Z⊤, f, 0 for f and setthe monodromy onjeture in this ontext: Let f be a meromorphi funtion on
(Cn+1, 0) and let s0 = −v/N be a pole of Z⊤, f, 0, then e2πis0 is an eigenvalue ofmonodromy at some point of P−1{0} in a neighbourhood of 0. Manuel González-Villa and I have proved this onjeture in the ase n = 1.Interesting to investigate is how to de�ne the notion of Bernstein polynomial in themeromorphi ontext. Is then every pole of the topologial zeta funtion (or Igusazeta funtion or motivi zeta funtion) a root of the Bernstein polynomial?Another diretion that an be interesting to investigate is to extend the topologialzeta funtion, eigenvalues of monodromy, the monodromy onjeture to the ontextof germs of foliations w = adx + bdy. Is it possible to de�ne these notions in thatontext, and if yes, does the monodromy onjeture then still hold?Also in the holomorphi ontext the monodromy onjeture is still open. Only forplane urves the onjeture has shown to be true, but in higher dimension only forfew lasses of singularities the onjeture has been proven.Looijenga The K(π, 1)-problem for Kontsevih-Zorih strata in genus 3 (represents joint workwith Gabriele Mondello).Kontsevih-Zorih posed a K(π, 1)-problem for moduli spaes of pairs onsisting ofa ompat Riemann surfae (of �xed genus) and a positive anonial divisor on itwith �xed multipliities. In a way this extends the Thom-Arnol'd K(π, 1)-problemfor omplements of disriminants for urve singularities. We disuss the situationin genus 3, where the issues are already highly nontrivial. Our method gives inpartiular a method to ompute the orbifold fundamental groups of these strata. Ibelieve a variation of these methods will also work for genus 4 and seems feasible.But the K(π, 1)-problem itself will be hard.Melle* Let C be an irreduible projetive plane urve in the omplex projetive plane
P2. The lassi�ation of suh urves, up to the ation of the automorphism group
PGL(3,C) on P2, is a very di�ult open problem with many interesting onnetions.The main goal is to determine, for a given d, whether there exists a projetive planeurve of degree d having a �xed number of singularities of given topologial type.In this work we are mainly interested in the ase when C is a rational urve.The problem remains very di�ult even if we aim for muh less, e.g. determinationof the maximal number of usps among all the rational uspidal plane urves (a8



problem proposed by F. Sakai in [9℄), � this number is expeted to be small. (In[11℄ K. Tono reently proved that it is less than nine; the maximal number of uspsknown is four; and, in fat, it is expeted to be four.)This remarkable problem of lassi�ation is not only important for its own sake, butit is also onneted with ruial properties, problems and onjetures in the theoryof open surfaes, and in the lassial algebrai geometry.For instane, the open surfae P2\C isQ-ayli if and only if C is a rational uspidalurve. On the other hand, regarding these surfaes, Flenner and Zaidenberg in [6℄formulated the rigidity onjeture. This says that every Q-ayli a�ne surfaes Ywith logarithmi Kodaira dimension κ̄(Y ) = 2 must be rigid. This onjeture for
Y = P2\C would imply the projetive rigidity of the urve C in the sense that everyequisingular deformation of C in P2 would be projetively equivalent to C. (Notiethat if C has at least three usps then κ̄(P2 \ C) = 2 by [12℄; and, in fat, all theurves with κ̄(P2 \ C) < 2 have been lassi�ed, see below.) Many known examplessupport the rigidity onjeture, see [4, 6, 7, 8℄.Another related, very old, famous open problem has its roots in early algebraigeometry, and bears the name of Coolidge and Nagata, see [1, 10℄. It predits thatevery rational uspidal urve an be transformed by a Cremona transformation intoa line. For all known examples the onjeture has been veri�ed: if Sing(C) > 4[Palka, 2012℄ it is true.Consider a olletion (C, pi)

ν
i=1 of loally irreduible plane urve singularities (i.e.usps), let ∆i(t) be the harateristi polynomials of the monodromy ation as-soiated with (C, pi), and ∆(t) :=

∏
i ∆i(t). Its degree is 2δ, where δ is thesum of the delta-invariants of the singular points. Then ∆(t) an be written as

1 + (t − 1)δ + (t − 1)2Q(t) for some polynomial Q(t). Let cl be the oe�ient of
t(d−3−l)d in Q(t) for any l = 0, . . . , d− 3.In [5℄ the authors proposed the ompatibility onditions onjeture: let (C, pi)

ν
i=1be a olletion of loal plane urve singularities, all of them loally irreduible, suhthat 2δ = (d − 1)(d − 2) for some integer d. Then if (C, pi)νi=1 an be realized asthe loal singularities of a degree d (automatially rational and uspidal) projetiveplane urve then

cl ≤ (l + 1)(l + 2)/2 for all l = 0, . . . , d− 3.If κ̄ := κ̄(P2 \ C) is ≤ 1, then the above onjeture is true and it is also known forthe ases with κ̄ = 2.A urve C in the projetive plane is alled non-negative if the self-intersetion num-ber of C after the minimal resolution of singularities of C is non-negative. Givena uniuspidal rational plane urve C with singular point P , we study the uniquepenil ΛC on the projetive plane satisfying C is in ΛC and P is its unique basepoint. We have shown that the general member of ΛC is a rational urve if and onlyif the urve C is non-negative. We have also shown that in suh a ase then ΛC hasa diritial of degree 1. Note that all urrently known uniuspidal rational urves
C in the projetive plane are non-negative (joint work with Daniel Daigle [2℄, [3℄ ).9
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3). Math. Nahr. 210 (2000), 93�110.[9℄ Gurjar R.V., Kaliman S., Kumar N.M., Miyanishi M., Russell R., SakaiF., Wright D., Zaidenberg M.: Open problems on open algebrai varieties.arXiv:math.AG/9506006;[10℄ Nagata, M.: On rational surfaes I. Irreduible urves of arithmeti genus 0and 1, Memoirs of College of Siene, Univ. of Kyoto, Series A, Vol. XXXII(3) (1960), 351-370.[11℄ Tono, K.: On the number of usps of uspidal plane urves, Math. Nahr. 278(2005) 216�221.[12℄ Wakabayashi, I.: On the Logarithmi Kodaira Dimension of the Complementof a Curve in P2, Pro. Japan Aad., 54, Ser. A, (1978), 167162.[13℄ Zaidenberg, M.G.: Seleted problems, arkiv:AG/0501457.Narváez* In [G-S℄, Granger and Shulze have disovered and proved the symmetry about −1of the roots of b-funtions of redutive prehomogeneous determinants and of regularspeial linear free divisors. This symmetry property has been observed in manyother examples and a general explanation is still missing. In my talk I explainedwhy the same symmetry is true for any free divisor of linear Jaobian type [NM℄. Theanswer involves previous results on the duality of logarithmiD-modules [CM-NM℄.On the other hand, the symmetry about −n

2
of the roots of redued b-funtionsof isolated quasi-homogeneous singularities of hypersurfaes in dimension n is wellknown from the expliit knowledge of these roots. This motivates a onjeture, thatI stated at the end of my talk, whih tries to understand the above symmetriesunder the same sope.The onjeture is stated as follows: If we have a germ of analyti funtion f :

(Cd, 0) → (C, 0) suh that the Jaobian ideal J (generated by f and its partial10



derivatives) is of linear type and Cohen-Maaulay of odimension e in Cd, then theroots of the redued b-funtion of f are symmetri with respet to − e
2
.The above onjeture is supported by the fat that we an produe non trivialexamples with any odimension e between 2 and d by means of the Thom- Sebastianijoin.It seems important to prove or disprove this onjeture in order to understand thealgebrai or geometri mehanisms whih ontrol the behavior of b- funtions. Inonlusion, let me note that b-funtions are extremely �ne invariants in SingularityTheory, with many theoretial onsequenes in D-module Theory; however they arevery hard to ompute and relatively few general results are known so far.Referenes[CM-NM℄ F.J. Calderón Moreno and L. Narváez Maarro. �Dualité et omparaisonsur les omplexes de de Rham logarithmiques par rapport aux diviseurs libres�. Ann.Inst. Fourier (Grenoble), 55(1) (2005), 47�75. �A mixed assoiativity formula fortensor produts over two Lie-Rinehart algebras�. Ann. Univ. Ferrara - Sez. VII -S. Mat., Vol. LI (2005), 105� 118.[G-S℄ M. Granger and M. Shulze. �On the Symmetry of b-Funtions of Linear FreeDivisors�. Publ. RIMS Kyoto Univ., 46 (2010), 479�506.[NM℄ L. Narváez Maarro. �A duality approah to the symmetry of Bernstein-Satopolynomials of free divisors�. http://arxiv.org/abs/1201.3594Nemethi In the reent years we witness the development of a very strong relationship be-tween singularity theory and low dimensional topology (inluding Seiberg-Wittenand Heegaard-Floer theory). Suh onnetions were out of any hope a few yearsago. The theory of lattie ohomology, I think, will have substantial in�uene onseveral parts of singularity theory and low dimensional topology: several parts ofsingularity theory should be reonsidered, rewritten in the view of these new results.It is the ore of a new reorganization of old and new results.Neumann The talk by Walter Neumann presented the omplete desription of the inner Lips-hitz geometry of normal omplex surfae singularities, in terms of disrete rationalinvariants assoiated to the piees of a re�ned JSJ deomposition of the link. Neu-mann also touhed on the lassi�ation for outer geometry.The talk by Anne Pihon then desribed the wealth of analyti invariants an bederived from the outer metri of a normal omplex surfae singularity. Sine this in-ludes the geometry of the disriminant of a generi plane projetion, an immediateorollary is that Lipshitz triviality of a family of omplex surfae singularities im-plies Zariski equisingularity. The onverse to this result (in the ase of hypersurfaesingularities) was also desribed.Sine the equivalene of Zariski equisingularity and Lipshitz equisingularity hasbeen a long-standing problem, these talks eliitated onsiderable interest, both be-fore and after their presentation. In partiular, disussions with Bernard Teissier,Adam Parusinski, Terry Ga�ney and others ontributed to the future vision. Forexample, one expets the hypersurfae ondition to be unneessary in the onverse11



diretion of the Zariski/Lipshitz equisingularity result and Ga�ney o�ered an ap-proah to at least extend to omplete intersetions. And although isolated resultsabout the Lipshitz geometry in higher dimensions were mentioned in the talks ofO'Shea and Neumann, one is still far from answering the fundamental questions indimensions above 2, suh as omplete Lipshitz lassifying data and relations withequisingularity.Oset* In my talk I desribed how to generalize the operations of augmentation and on-atenations in order to obtain multigerms of analyti (or smooth) maps (Kn, S)→
(Kp, 0) with K = C or R from monogerms and some speial multigerms with p ≤ 2.Namely, we introdue the operations of augmentation and onatenation at the sametime and generalised onatenation, the latter being a family of operations whihinludes the moni and binary onatenations as partiular ases. Other examplesof generalised onatenations are introdued, suh as uspidal onatenation anddouble fold onatenation.We an then prove that any odimension two orank one multigerm in Mather'snie dimensions (n, p) with n ≥ p− 1 an be onstruted using augmentations andthese operations. This is joint work with M.A.S Ruas and R. Wik-Atique.Many new researh diretions arise from this work, suh as:(a) Determine when a generalised onatenation gives a simple multigerm or not.(b) De�ne an operation to onatenate two germs with zero-dimensional analytistrata (two swallowtails, for example) and a non-transversal generalised on-atenation.() Is there a �nite number of operations to obtain any multigerm in any odimen-sion?(d) Conjeture: (b) above are the only operations missing in order to obtain anymultigerm.(e) Study the topology (vanishing yles) of the multigerms arising from our op-erations. Whih are good real pitures? Do this operations satisfy the Mondonjeture?O'Shea* I intend to work through with students the aureole and bi-Lipshitz properties of theinvertible singularities identi�ed by Wolfgang Ebeling. It would be interesting tosee whether there are any hints of the strange dualites re�eted on the geometrilevel. Parts of this projet would make great topis on whih to set teams of brightundergraduates (and I intend to try it out on a few).Les Wilson and I intend to look at some of the properties of Nash blow-ups of higherdimensional real singularities, and their link to bi-Lipshitz geometry. We wouldalso like to use them to explore whether obstrutions to real oniality extend toobstrutions to oniality of their omplexi�ations.Finally, Bill Brue and I would like to take up some work that we had started onthe lassi�ation of singularities of quadrati di�erentials.Parusinski* We assoiate to eah real algebrai variety a �ltered hain omplex, the weightomplex, whih indues on Borel-Moore homology with Z2 oe�ients an analog12



of the weight �ltration for omplex algebrai varieties. As a orollary we obtain anew onstrution of the virtual Betti numbers, whih are additive invariants of realalgebrai varieties, and we show their invariane by a large lass of mappings thatinludes regular homeomorphisms and Nash di�eomorphisms.These invariants an be used to lassify singularities of real analyti funtion germs,in partiular to extend the tehnique of motivi integration to real singularities. Thisapproah has been used suessfully in the ase of omplex singularities. To eah sin-gularity one an assoiate spaes of analyti ars in the orresponding Grothendiekgroup. In the real ase this method has been applied reently by G. Fihou to lassifyreal analyti funtion germs with respet to blow-analyti equivalene. We expetthat the ar-spaes and additive invariants an be used to study other equivalenerelations of singularities suh as the bi-Lipshitz equivalene.Pike A free divisor is a germ of a omplex hypersurfae with the property that its moduleof logarithmi vetor �elds is a free module. These hypersurfaes are of signi�antinterest beause, for example, the disriminants of versal unfoldings of isolated om-plete intersetion singularities are always free divisors. In the last few years manypeople have studied linear free divisors, free divisors where the module of logarithmivetor �elds is generated by �linear� (homogeneous of degree 0) vetor �elds. Everylinear free divisor arises from a representation of a linear algebrai group whih hasan open, Zariski dense orbit; indeed, the linear free divisor is the omplement of thisorbit. In my talk, I showed that the number of irreduible omponents of a linearfree divisor an be omputed using only the Lie algebra struture of the linear freedivisor. However, the degrees of the irreduible omponents are not de�ned by theLie algebra struture of the linear free divisor. Besides planned further study of theLie algebra of a linear free divisor, these results beg the question of whether similarstatements hold for (general) free divisors.Raniki* The topology of isolated hypersurfae singularities is relative well-understood. Inpartiular, it was proved by analyti methods that the singularity spetrum is semi-ontinuous. The joint projet with M.Borodzik and A.Nemethi proved the semi-ontinuity of the mod 2 spetrum by topologial methods. The investigation of thetopology of non-isolated hypersurfae singularities is a hallenging problem. Thereare many partial results, but no general theory. We hope to extend to the non-isolated ase our suess in the isolated ase, using the algebrai theory of surgeryas an organizing priniple.Ruas* Lipshitz geometry of singularities is a main diretion of investigation in singular-ity theory. The number of di�erent Lipshitz strutures among algebrai sets ofbounded degree is �nite, as follows from the work of T. Mostowski. A fundamentalproblem is the searh for invariants to lassify di�erent Lipshitz lasses of analytisets and mappings. The Lipshitz lassi�ation of omplex urves was given by Lêand Pham, and later by Fernandes, with a di�erent approah. In a reent majorpaper in metri singularity theory, Birbrair, Neumann and Pihon de�ne invariantsto lassify normal surfaes in omplex spaes. Problems in metri theory of singu-larities suggests the investigation of bi-Lipshitz equivalene of funtions, whih wasthe main subjet of my talk. The goal is to show that if two weighted homogeneouspolynomials are strongly equivalent, in the sense that if these funtion-germs an be13



inluded in a strongly bi-Lipshitz trivial family of weighted homogeneous funtion-germs, then they are analytially equivalent. Parusinski and Ga�ney also disussedthe problem of bi-Lipshitz lassi�ation of funtions in their talks from di�erentviewpoints. One expet a strong development of Lipshitz singularity theory in theoming years. Some open questions are:(a) In�nitesimal methods for bi-Lipshitz lassi�ation of map-germs. A �rst stepwas approahed by Terry Ga�ney in his talk(b) Investigation of invariants for bi-Lipshitz equivalene of funtions and map-germs.Saji In my talk, I dealt with the reognition of singularities. Singularities of stablemap-germs are well-known and their lassi�ation is well understood with manygood referenes in the literature. Reognition means �nding riteria to determinewhih germ in a lassi�ation a given germ is equivalent to. Reognition is alsodisussed by many authors after �normalizing� the oordinate system. However, forappliations, riteria of reognition without using �normalization� are not only moreonvenient but also indispensable in some ases. In my talk, I desribed the riteriafor reognition of singularities of stable map-germs Rn → Rn (n ≤ 4). Appliationsof them were also disussed.Future diretions inlude �nding riteria for more types of singularities. Moreover,using riteria, �nding more useful equivalene relations to reognize types of singu-larities of map-germs.Siersma* In my talk I desribed several funtions on the (modiuli) spaes of Closed Polygonsand Open Arms in two and three dimensional spae. Examples of these funtionsare: length of onneting edge of an open arm; the signed area of a planar polygonor arm, volumes and signed area of projetions in the 3-dimensional ase. In jointwork with Gaiane Panina, George Khimshishvili and Alena Zhukova we study theritial points of those funtions and relate them to geometrial riteria (e.g. theverties have to lie on a irle or a line, et), We also treat the Morse theory andompute Morse indies from geometri data. The in�uene of bending and re�etingalong diagonals is disussed too.Future diretions:(a) The study of nongeneri situations: what types of ritial points an our?(b) Perfet Morse funtions: For whih olletion of the lengths of links the minimalpossible number of nondegenerate ritial points is equal to the sum of Bettinumbers of moduli spae. In other words, we seek for a riterion of perfetnessof oriented area or volume in terms of the lengths of the links.() What other geometrial or physial funtions on the spaes of arms and linkagesould be of interest? Determine their ritial points and the Morse indies.Referenes:Kapovih M., Millson J., On the moduli spae of polygons in the Eulidean plane.J. Di�erential Geom. Volume 42, Number 1 (1995), 133-164.14



Khimshiashvili G., Panina G., Cyli polygons are ritial points of area. Zap.Nauhn. Sem. S.-Peterburg. Otdel. Mat. Inst. Steklov. (POMI), 2008, 360, 8,238�245. Khimshiashvili G., Panina G., Siersma D., Zhukova A., Extremal Con�g-urations of Polygonal Linkages, Oberwolfah Preprint, 2011-24.Khimshiashvili G., Panina G., Siersma D., Zhukova A., Critial Con�gurations ofPlanar Robot Arms,To appear in Cent. Eur. J. Math., (2012). Panina G., ZhukovaA.,Morse index of a yli polygon,Cent. Eur. J. Math., 9(2) (2011), 364-377.Teissier Present:All approahes to resolution of singularities follow the ideas of Hironaka's funda-mental paper, as modi�ed by Villamayor to put the idealisti exponents, or basiobjets, at the enter of the proess, as the only objets whih need to be resolved(see [6℄, [13℄). The basi attitude is to ompare a singular spae with a non singularone or an ideal with the ideal generated by independent linear forms. The basiinvariants one tries to derease by blowing-ups are the multipliity (whih measuresthe di�erene between a singular point of a spae and a point on a non singularspae of the same dimension, or the order at a point of an ideal on a non singu-lar spae, whih measures the obstrution to �nding in the ideal the equation of ahypersurfae whih is non singular at the point onsidered.The main problem in positive harateristi is the non-existene of �hypersurfaesof maximal ontat" whih re�ets in part the unruly behavior of multipliity andorder in positive harateristi.In the last years I have been led to try to prove loal uniformization (a very loalversion of resolution) by a ompletely di�erent method, in whih the basi idea isto ompare a given singular germ by deformation with a spae whose resolution iseasy and blind to the harateristi. The spaes in question are a�ne tori varieties,whih are de�ned by prime binomial ideals. I refer to [11℄ for their tori embeddedresolution and to [1℄ for the proof of a anonial embedded resolution by ompositionof blowing-ups with equivariant non singular enters.The divisors of the tori boundary (=omplement of the dense torus) of the a�netori variety olletively play the role of a maximal ontat divisor, in a ombinato-rially ompliated way.Let R be a noetherian exellent equiharateristi loal domain with an algebraiallylosed residue �eld k = R/m. Let ν be a valuation on R, orresponding to aninlusion R ⊂ Rν of R in a valuation ring of its �eld of frations. We may assumethat Rν dominates R in the sense that mν ∩R = m and that the residual injetion
R/m →֒ Rν/mν is an isomorphism. This orresponds to the fat that the pointpiked by ν in all shemes birationally dominating SpeR by a proper map is alosed point.To this situation is naturally assoiated an a�ne tori variety, of �nite Krull dimen-sion but possibly of in�nite embedding dimension. It orresponds to the assoiatedgraded ring of the ring R with respet to the �ltration de�ned by the valuation. This�ltration is indexed by a well ordered semigroup, the semigroup of values whih thevaluation takes on the ring R. Its ordinal type is ≤ ωh where h is the (real, or arhi-median) rank of the valuation. This graded ring turns out to admit a presentation15



as a quotient of a polynomial ring over k, whose variables are in bijetion with thewell ordered set onsisting of a minimal system of generators of the value semigroup
Γ = ν(R \ {0}). The ideal de�ning the quotient is generated by a possibly in�niteset of binomials in the variables desribed above. So the assoiated graded ring isessentially the semigroup algebra of Γ.In many important ases (see [16℄, [18℄), one an hek that there exists a formalembedding of (SpeR,m) in an a�ne spae (AN(k), 0) with the following properties:there is a system of oordinates suh that the intersetion of (SpeR,m) with thetorus TN(k) onsisting of the omplement of the oordinate hyperplanes is dense,and a birational map of tori varieties Z → A

N(k) with Z regular, whih is equiv-ariant with respet to TN(k) and suh that the strit transform of (SpeR,m) in Zis non singular and transversal to the tori boundary of Z at the point of this strittransform piked by the valuation ν.Suh a result is a onstrutive form of loal uniformization, at least if one ane�etively onstrut the embedding.In the ase of plane branhes (see [9℄) and more generally of quasi-ordinary hy-persurfaes (see [10℄), the smallest embedding with this property an be expliitlyonstruted in harateristi zero from (generalized) Puiseux expansions.Sine it seems muh easier to glue up the embeddings orresponding to variousvaluations (by ompatness of the Zariski-Riemannmanifold a �nite number su�es)than to glue up à la Zariski various birational models, this led me to ask in [17℄ thefollowing:Question: Given a noetherian exellent equiharateristi loal domain R with analgebraially losed residue �eld k = R/m, does there exist a formal embedding of
(SpeR,m) with a tori birational map of tori varieties Z → A

N(k) in appropriateoordinates on A
N(k) suh that the strit transform of SpeR in Z is non singularand transversal to the tori boundary at eah point mapped to the losed point m ofSpeR?One may ask that in addition the singular lous of SpeR should be the union ofintersetions with SpeR of sets of oordinate hyperplanes in this new embedding.The map from the strit transform to SpeR is then an isomorphism outside of thesingular lous. I think of this as a generalization of the ondition of non-degeneraywith respet to a Newton polyhedron.This would imply loal resolution of singularities and the di�ulty is moved fromthe study of the behaviour of the order of ideals under ertain blowing ups to thesearh of funtions in R having very speial properties. The simplest non trivialexample is the plane urve (y2 − x3)2 − x5y = 0 whih an be resolved by a singletori modi�ation of the ambient spae only after being embedded in A

3(k) by thefuntions x, y, y2 − x3. See [9℄, [16℄ and [18℄.After hearing me mention this in January 2009 at the Oberwolfah Workshop onTori Geometry (see [18℄), Jenia Tevelev kindly sent me a proof of the following:Theorem: (Tevelev) Let k be an algebraially losed �eld of harateristi zeroand let X ⊂ P
n(k) be a projetive algebrai variety. Then, for a su�iently highorder Veronese reembedding X ⊂ P

N(k) one an hoose projetive oordinates16



z0 : . . . : zN suh that, if TN(k) is the torus (k∗)N onsisting of the omplement ofthe oordinate hyperplanes in P
N(k), then:(a) The intersetion of X with TN(k) is dense in X ,(b) There exists a nonsingular tori variety Z and an equivariant map Z → P

N(k)suh that the strit transform of X is non singular and transversal to the nondense tori orbits in Z.() The map Z → P
N(k) above may be taken to be the omposition of equivariantblowing-ups with non singular enters.The proof uses resolution of singularities and answers the question in harateristizero for algebraizable singularities while of ourse one would hope to prove loalresolution in the manner I have desribed. Still, it is very enouraging.Future:This is part of a general trend in singularity theory whih I �nd fasinating. It hasseveral faets.(a) One is the study of tori degenerations, of whih what I have just desribed isan example. There are now many examples in global situations where algebraivarieties degenerate to tori varieties. Here it is important, loally as well asglobally, to onsider all tori varieties and not just the normal ones. See [11℄and [12℄. In partiular an a�ne tori variety over a �eld k is the spetrum ofthe semigroup algebra of a ommutative anellative torsion free semigroup,usually supposed to be of �nite type.(b) Another is the study of in�nite dimensional spaes suh as valuation spaes,Berkovih spaes, ar spaes. There are spetaular results in the study ofplurisubharmoni funtions (see [2℄) from the valuative point of view, andalso substantial progress in intersetion theory from that viewpoint (see [3℄).The new hallenge is to do analysis on valuation spaes, as Favre-Jonsson do,de�ning Monge-Ampère operators on valuation spaes and showing that theirproperties orrespond to deep fats of algebrai geometry. The geometries ofvaluation spaes and Berkovih spaes begin to be understood, even when theyare assoiated to singular spaes (see [7℄ for a reent aount) , but we still haveto study, for example, their behavior under deformations that are equisingularin some sense, or the behavior of their �ber over points related by a tori mapof the ambient spae. The same questions are pertinent for ar and jet spaesat a point.() The geometry of valuation spaes and Berkovih spaes is illuminated bythe onnexion with the tropial geometry initiated by Oleg Viro and GrishaMikhalkin. The proess of tropialization applies to a losed subvariety ofthe torus in a tori variety, in the beginning a�ne or projetive spae. SamPayne showed in [14℄ the importane of onsidering all embeddings of a givenvariety in tori varieties whih are suh that the intersetion with the torus isdense. Conversely, Tevelev uses in an essential way in [19℄ the onept of trop-ial ompati�ation. All this ontains generalizations of the ideas of Newtonpolyhedron (over a valued �eld) and of non degeneray.17



Now a�ne tori varieties are the simplest objets from the viewpoint of trop-ialization and their geometry is ombinatorially desribed by the semigroupto whih they orrespond,I believe that in the next few years the interations between these topis will ontinueto �ourish and provide very powerful tools, not only for resolution of singularitiesbut for the understanding of singularities. This means in partiular the relationsbetween the resolution simpliial omplex (generalizing the dual graph of surfaesingularities) enoding part of the ombinatoris of the resolutions of a singularityand appropriate systems of equations (for appropriate embeddings) of the singu-larity. It also means the relations between these equations and the topology of thesingularity. The papers quoted in this setion, together with [15℄, support this belief.Referenes[1℄ Bierstone, Edward; Milman, Pierre D. Desingularization of tori and binomialvarieties, J. Algebrai Geom. 15 (2006), no. 3, 443� 486.[2℄ Bouksom, Sébastien; Favre, Charles; Jonsson, Mattias, Valuations andplurisubharmoni singularities, Publ. Res. Inst. Math. Si. 44 (2008), no. 2,449-494.[3℄ Bouksom, Sébastien; Favre, Charles; Jonsson, Mattias, Di�erentiability of vol-umes of divisors and a problem of Teissier, J. Algebrai Geom. 18 (2009), no.2, 279-308[4℄ V. Cossart and O. Piltant, Resolution of singularities of threefolds in positiveharateristi, I ,Redution to loal uniformization on Artin-Shreier and purelyinseparable overings, J. Algebra 320 (2008), no. 3, 1051-1082.[5℄ V. Cossart and O. Piltant, Resolution of singularities of threefolds in positiveharateristi. II, J. Algebra 321 (2009), no. 7, 1836-1976.[6℄ S. D. Cutkosky, Resolution of singularities, Graduate Studies in Math. vol. 63,AMS 2004.[7℄ A. Duros, Espaes de Berkovih, polytopes, squelettes. et théorie des modèles.arXiv:1203.6498v3 [math.AG℄ 12 Jul 2012.[8℄ Favre, Charles; Jonsson, Mattias, Valuative analysis of planar plurisubharmonifuntions, Invent. Math. 162 (2005), no. 2, 271-311.[9℄ R. Goldin and B. Teissier, Resolving singularities of plane analyti branheswith one tori morphism, Resolution of singularities (Obergurgl, 1997), 315�340, Progr. Math., 181, Birkhäuser, Basel, 2000.[10℄ P. González Pérez, Tori embedded resolutions of quasi-ordinary hypersurfaes,Annales Inst. Fourier (Grenoble) 53, (2003), 1819-1881.[11℄ P. González Pérez et B. Teissier Embedded resolutions of non neessarily normala�ne tori varieties, Comptes-tendus Aad. Si. Paris, Ser.1, 334, (2002), 379-382. 18



[12℄ P. González Pérez et B. Teissier Tori Geometry and the Semple-Nash modi�-ation To appear in Revista de la Real Aademia de Cienias Exatas, Físias yNaturales (Serie A - Matemátias), Proeedings of the Hironaka80 Conferene,Tordesillas 2011.[13℄ J. Kollár, Letures on resolution of singularities, Annals of Mathematis Stud-ies, 166. Prineton University Press, Prineton, NJ, 2007.[14℄ S. Payne, Analyti�ation is the limit of all tropializations, Math. Res. Lett. 16(2009), no. 3, 543-556.[15℄ P. Popesu Pampu and D.A. Stepanov, loal tropialization, arXiv:1204.6154v1.[16℄ B. Teissier, Valuations, deformations, and tori geometry, Valuation Theoryand its appliations, Vol. II, Fields Inst. Commun. 33, AMS., Providene, RI.,(2003), 361-459.[17℄ B. Teissier,Monomial ideals, binomial ideals, polynomial ideals, Trends in Com-mutative Algebra, MSRI publiations, Cambridge University Press (2004), 211-246.[18℄ B. Teissier, Overweight deformations of weighted a�ne tori varieties, Ober-wolfah workshop on Tori Geometry, January 2009, Oberwolfah Report OWR2009 01.[19℄ J. Tevelev, On a question of Bernard Teissier. letter to the author, January2009.Trotman My talk onerning transversality theorems in the weak topology desribed mainlythe work of my urrent PhD student in Marseille, Saurabh Trivedi. He studies towhat extent Whitney a-regularity is neessary for openness in the weak topology ofthe set of holomorphi maps between two omplex manifolds whih are transverse toa strati�ed set. These questions are important in the general study of topologiallystable maps. One an ask similar questions and expet similar results, for therelative ase of Thom's af ondition and the openness of the set of maps transverseto the �bres of a map f de�ned on a strati�ed set. Generalisations of these resultsof Trivedi may also be sought for the generalized a-regularity de�ned by C. T. C.Wall in a manusript in September 2011 (work in progress onerning families ofspae urves). So this suggests muh future researh related to my talk.Veys My talk on Newton trees for ideals in two variables and appliations desribedjoint work with Pierrette Cassou-Noguès. We introdue an e�ient way, alledNewton algorithm, to study arbitrary ideals in C[[x, y]], using a �nite suessionof Newton polygons. We odify most of the data of the algorithm in a usefulombinatorial objet, the Newton tree. For instane when the ideal is of �niteodimension, invariants like integral losure and Hilbert-Samuel multipliity werealready ombinatorially determined in the very speial ases of monomial or nondegenerate ideals, using the Newton polygon of the ideal. With our approah, wean generalize these results to arbitrary ideals. In partiular the Rees valuationsof the ideal will orrespond to the so-alled diritial verties of the tree, and itsHilbert-Samuel multipliity has a nie and easily omputable desription in termsof the tree. 19



Some diretions for future researh:(a) Do the main onstrutions lead to implementable fast algorithms for ideals of�nite odimension?(b) Can one dedue from the Newton tree an easy algorithm to ompute the Zariskideomposition of an ideal of �nite odimension?() Can our onstrutions be adapted to the setting of prime harateristi?(d) For whih ideals in higher dimension an one generalize the two-dimensionaltheory?Wall An emerging theme is Lipshitz lassi�ation: this was the topi of several talks,and there were the beginnings of hints of interesting relations to older notions. Afew speakers made expliit onjetures, e.g. Narvaez expets the b funtion for Jh oflinear type to satisfy a duality; Houston trying to alulate Euler har of �Milnor�bre". Buhweitz - new diretion with �non-ommut. desing". Oset Sinha gets anie �list" of A-odim 2 sings, but some details need larifying I think. Nuño begandeveloping a version of lassial singularity theory in a new ontext: there shouldbe more to do here. Same omment on Janezko's talk. Shapiro had problems buthardly any progress on them. Parusinski gave one surprising appliation of his newinvariant, but one would expet many others (more elementary). Nabarro lassi�edsimple germs, but the next step must be to lassify all of odimension up to 3 (to geta model at eah point of the 3-fold), then up to 6 (to get a model at eah point andfrom eah diretion). And Volodya Zakalyukin would have drawn better pitures!Weber* I propose the following goals for future work on equivariant harateristi lasses:(a) develop a alulus of symmetri rational funtions(b) dedue positivity results for Chern lasses() study equivariant harateristi lasses of Shubert varieties in homogeneousmanifolds G/P , spherial varieties et.(d) understand the struture of expressions for harateristi lasses and its relationto geometry and ombinatoris.Wilson* In my talk I de�ned two sets A and B to be s-equivalent at x if H(A∩Sr;B∩Sr) =
o(rs), where Sr is the sphere of radius r entered at x, and H is the Hausdor�distane. I proved that a semianalyti set is, for eah x and eah s, s-equivalent tosome algebrai variety at x.Here are some future diretions of researh:The 1-equivalene lass of a subanalyti set inludes the tangent one as a speialrepresentative; what are speial representatives of s-equivalene lasses for s > 1.For strati�ed sets one an look at the s-equivalene lass along a stratum (as opposedto at a point as above); when an one �nd algebrai representatives in this ase?We know that every semi-algebrai one is the tangent one of an algebrai variety;if one spei�es rays or subones of the one, an we �nd a variety so that the oneand subones form the aureole of the variety.
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2 Singularities in di�erential geometry, in sympleti and ontat geometry, sin-gularities in di�erential equations and ontrol theoryAl-Ghanemi Ideas for future work:(a) Studying the pre-symmetry set in Rn+1 in the ase of singular point of symmetryset (e.g. A12, A13 ).(b) Studying the relationship between the midlous and the set formed by takingthe lous of the midpoint of the ar of the bitangent sphere joining the tangenypoints in the boundary.() Studying the di�erential geometry (Gaussian urvature, mean urvature et.) ofthe midlous using the geometry of the symmetry set. In fat I did some progressin this problem.Ballesteros* Any irreduible omplex plane urve singularity (Y, 0) an be parameterised, thatis, it an be seen as the image of a �nite and generially 1-1 map germ γ : (C, 0)→
(C2, 0). Then, we an look at it either as a �nitely determined map germ withrespet to the A-equivalene or also as a frontal type singularity of �nite odimen-sion in some sense. This phenomenon beomes expliit when we onsider a suitabledeformation Yt, parameterised by a stable map γt. In the �rst ase, Yt is a morsi�-ation of Y , sine the degenerated singularity splits into a �nite number of nodes ortransverse double points A1. In the seond ase, besides the nodes, we also allow thebirth of simple usps A2, whih are stable singularities in this ontext. We want toharaterize those surfaes (X, 0) whih orrespond to the total spae of suh defor-mations, in terms of the transverse delta invariant and the loal Euler obstrutionof the surfae.For future researh on this subjet, it should be interesting to investigate new in-variants of surfaes, whih an be de�ned in terms of the number of odimension 1singularities of the plane urve that appear in a stable deformation of the surfae.This turns out to be a 2-parameter deformation of the plane urve and hene, itmakes sense to look at these invariants. Moreover, these new invariants an berelated in some sense to the 0-stable invariants of the surfae itself.Brue (a) Teissier gave a luid and pertinent talk about a new approah to the extremelydi�ult problem of resolution of singularities in arbitrary harateristi. Hironaka'sproof in harateristi zero is now nearly 50 years old, but the general ase remainsunproved and stubbornly resistant. Teissier's approah takes a di�erent line to thelassi proof. It is early days yet, but this has already yielded new insights, andseems to have redued and reframed the underlying problem to some signi�antextent.(b) In the area of generi di�erential geometry many of the results for surfaes inEulidean or a�ne 3-spae have been established for some time and have applia-tions to omputer vision and other �elds. A programme originating with Izumiya,and presenting in joint work with Izumiya and his ollaborators (e.g. Tari who alsospoke at the onferene) deals with Minkowski spae, where the underlying metri,while symmetri, is inde�nite. This was thought, by some inluding this author,to be of interest but perhaps a little quirky and not mainstream. As it turns outhowever the results shed some very interesting light, not only on the geometri sig-ni�ane of the nature (signature) of the underlying indued metri on the surfaes,21



and its geometry, but also on the lassial ase of surfaes in Eulidean spae. It pro-vides hope that a good deal more geometry an be understood using the singularitytheory approah, extending the study of the extrinsi geometry of submanifolds tothose of more general spaes, and whih I intend to explore. The talk by Tari alsosuggested a new re�nement to a now lassial result onerning the solution urvesof an impliit di�erential equation that I will now follow up.() After listening to a presentation from a PhD student on symmetry sets, I realisedthat an approah I have taken, some years ago, was possibly apable of adaptingto provide a desription of the natural strati�ation of austis and Maxwell setsby the value of the funtions. This perhaps is ontrary to one's initial expetations(more experiened mathematiians suggesting lines of enquiry to PhD students),but the elementary nature of the presentation was helpful in making me re�et onsome ore underlying problems.Chillingworth* Gravitational lensing produes light austis and onsequent multiple images of dis-tant soures. The sum of signed magni�ations of the images from a single pointsoure is typially (lose to) zero. Existing proofs of this fat are at two extremes,using either (a) laborious ase-by-ase manipulation of oe�ients of normal formsor (b) elegant omplex integration methods. Seeking a straightforward yet onep-tual proof we show that the result relates to a simple�if not widely known�formulafrom elementary polynomial algebra that an be thought of as the 1-dimensionalanalogue of the magni�ation sum theorem. As it happens, this formula turns outto have important appliations in Galois theory.Many interesting problems arise from gravitational lensing onerning numbers, on-�gurations and magni�ations of lensed images: the subjet is wide open for thefurther appliation of singularity-theoreti methods to the interpretation of osmo-logial data.Costa In the International Workshop in Singularity, its Appliations and Future Prospets(B60W75) I presented a poster entitled �C0−K-lassi�ation of map germs", whihdesribes joint work with J.J. Nuño-Ballesteros. In this work we onsider smooth�nitely C0-K-determined map germs f : (Rn, 0) → (Rp, 0) and we look at thelassi�ation under C0-K-equivalene. The main tool is homotopy type of the link,whih is obtained by interseting the image of f with a small enough sphere enteredat the origin. When f−1(0) = {0}, the link is a smooth map between spheres and fis C0-K-equivalent to the one of its link. When f−1(0) 6= {0}, we onsider a linkdiagram, whih ontains also some extra information, but again f is C0-K-equivalentto the generalized one. As a onsequene, we dedue some known results due to T.Nishimura (for n = p) or Nuño-Ballesteros (for n < p). We also dedue some othernew results of the same nature.As future researh in this diretion we are interested in to investigate the problemof topologial lassi�ation of �nitely determined map germs, but now up to topo-logial A-equivalene. On this theme there are some reent papers. I an ite thereent preprint (2012) of J.A. Moya Pérez and J.J. Nuño-Ballesteros, about topo-logial A-lassi�ation of smooth map germs from R3 to R3, whose results werepresented in the Moya Pérez's leture in this workshop. This talk in the workshopwas a motivation for new diretions of investigation in my researh joint with Nuño-22



Ballesteros. Our goal is to use reent experiene with C0-K-equivalene to makeomparison with problems of topologial A-lassi�ation.Dima Let f be a omplex homogeneous polynomial in n + 1 variables x0, ..., xn. Let
V : f = 0 be the orresponding omplex projetive hypersurfae and let f0, ..., fndenote the partial derivatives of f with respet to x0, ..., xn.Under the assumption that f has only nodes A1 as singularities I spoke in my talkabout how we an obtain information on the syzygies a0f0 + a1f1 + ... + anfn =
0, where aj are homogeneous polynomials. Relations to the assoiated Alexanderpolynomial were also disussed.As open problems related to this subjet we may mention the following two.(a) Relate the reent work by I. Cheltsov on the fatorial 3-fold nodal hypersurfaesto the above syzygies problem. This is related to the minimal number of nodes suha hypersurfae has to have in order to have a nonzero defet.(b) Find the minimal number of nodes on even dimensional hypersurfaes produingtorsion in the integral homology. As an example, for nodal ubi surfaes, thisnumber is 4.Donelan* The kinematis of serial manipulators is modelled by a produt of exponentials orone-parameter subgroups in the Eulidean group SE(3) of (orientation-preserving)isometries of 3-spae, giving a map from a joint spae, a manifold whose dimensionis the number of joints, to the group. Most manipulators make use of revolutejoints, being srews of zero pith. In my talk I indiated how, using a theoremof Mather, the family of kinemati mappings of serial manipulators with revolutejoints is 1-generi in the sense of Thom-Boardman.The result an be seen as a �rst step in establishing generiity of singularities tohigher order. Serial manipulators are the simplest type of arhiteture; the ideaspresented in my talk also suggest an approah for more omplex parallel manipula-tors.Greuel Future diretions:(a) Study of hypersurfae singularities over algebraially losed �elds in positiveharateristi (lassi�ation, equisingular deformations, wild vanishing yles)(b) Determine (asymptotially) the maximum number of singularities (of a giventype) on projetive hypersurfaes of given degreeIshikawa* By taking tangent spaes to a submanifold in an a�ne or a projetive spae, weobtain a ruled variety, whih is alled the tangent variety (or the tangential variety)to the submanifold; this has singularities in general. In my leture I explaineda method of modi�ations of map-germs, whih we all openings of map-germs,whih we an use to study the loal lassi�ation problem of tangent varieties. Inpartiular, in this talk, I presented a �stable� lassi�ation result for tangent varietiesto generi submanifolds of higher odimension.Some ideas for future work:Though the singularities whih appear in tangent varieties are very degenerate,several methods of singularity theory an still be e�iently applied. For instane,23



the singularities of tangent varieties of urves an be treated as fronts or frontalsby Legendre singularity theory, whih is one of suessful appliations of the sin-gularity theory of di�erentiable mappings. However, the study of singularities oftangent varieties of surfaes or higher dimensional manifolds requires a new theorybeyond that of Legendre singularities, beause tangent varieties are not frontal inthose ases. Thus the study of singularities of tangent varieties provides one of thefruitful diretions in whih to extend the singularity theory of di�erentiable map-pings and related �elds. As an example of suh a possibility the method of openingonstrutions has been introdued and was applied in my leture.Izumiya* The study of the extrinsi di�erential geometry of submanifolds in Lorentz-Minkowskispae is of interest in relativity theory. Moreover, it is a natural generalization ofthe extrinsi geometry of submanifolds in Eulidean spae. In previous researh, wehave onsidered the ase for odimension two spaelike submanifolds. The normal-ized lightone Gauss map was introdued whih plays a similar role to the Gaussmap of a hypersurfae in Eulidean spae. We reently disovered a new geometryon hyperboli spae whih is di�erent from the Gauss-Bolyai-Lobahevskii geometry(i.e., the hyperboli geometry). We all this new geometry �horospherial geometry�.The horospherial Gauss map is one of the key notions in horospherial geometry.The notion of the normalized lightone Gauss map uni�es both of the notions ofGauss maps in Eulidean spae and of horospherial Gauss maps in hyperbolispae. In my leture, I showed how we an generalize the normalized lightoneGauss map and the orresponding urvatures for general spaelike submanifolds inLorentz-Minkowski spae. If we try to develop this theory as a diret analogy to theEulidean ase, there exist several problems. The main problem is that the �bre ofthe unit normal bundle of a spaelike submanifold is a union of pseudo-spheres whihis not only non-ompat but also disonneted. In order to avoid this problem, wearbitrarily hoose a future direted unit normal vetor �eld along the submanifoldand onsider the pseudo-orthonormal spae of this timelike vetor on eah �bre ofthe normal bundle. Then we obtain a spaelike odimension two unit normal spherebundle in the normal bundle over the submanifold whose �bre is a Eulidean sphere.As a onsequene, we de�ne the lightone Lipshitz-Killing urvature and the totalabsolute lightone urvature at eah point. We an investigate the global proper-ties of these urvatures and naturally introdue the notion of lightlike-tightness ofspaelike submanifolds. Moreover, we an onsider singularities of lightlike hyper-surfaes along a spaelike submanifold with general odimension as an appliationof the above framework.Future prospets:One diretion is to onsider generalizations of any results in Eulidean spae. Forexample, we an state the lightlike Willmore onjeture for the total lightone meanurvature of a spaelike surfae whih indues the horospherial Willmore onje-ture in hyperboli spae. The lightlike tightness is one of the interesting notions forspaelike submanifolds in Lorentz-Minkowski spae. In the previous theory, tight-ness is a notion whih depends only on the projetive struture (it is independentof the hoie of the metri). Comparing with the previous notion of tightness,lightlike-tightness depends on the Lorentz-Minkowski metri. This notion suggestsanother notion of tightness depending on the Lorentz-Minkowski metri, i.e., spae-24



like tightness and timelike tightness. This part of the lightlike geometry might giverise to several new interesting results. On the appliations of singularity theory,there might be a lot of problems in lightlike geometry whih are not only generaliza-tions of the Eulidean (or horospherial) ase but also related to theoretial physis(relativity theory, string theory, brane world senario, et.). Finally, the analogousproblems for general Lorentz manifolds are still more interesting and di�ult.Janezko (a) Algebrai restrition of di�erential forms is a new tool for investigation of sym-pleti invariants whih are purely the result of the singularities of a singular variety.An open problem is to �nd these invariants for general algebrai urves and algebraisurfaes in sympleti spae.(b) The problem of onstrution of a minimal system of invariants in sympletilinear spae, suh that any automorphism of this spae preserving these invariantsis sympleti or onformally sympleti should be generalized to the sympletimanifold ase.Monaghan I gave a talk on omplex hyperboli triangle groups. Some related problems are asfollows:The study of singularities of quotients of the ball of omplex dimension 2 by non-arithmeti latties as disovered by Mostow and reently by Deraux-Parker-Paupert,in omparison with the work of Holzapfel on the quotients by arithmeti latties.Nabarro* My talk (joint work with Luiana F. Martins) was on projetions of hypersurfaeswith boundary in R4 to planes. I desribed the study of orthogonal projetionsof generi embedded hypersurfaes M with boundary in R4 to 2-spaes. We anlassify simple map germs from R3 to the plane of odimension less or equal to 4with the soure ontaining a distinguished plane whih is preserved by oordinatehanges. In my talk I also gave details of their geometrial properties in order toreognize the ases of odimension ≤ 1.Future researh:I plan to study projetions of M to lines and to 3-spaes, haraterising the sin-gularities of these projetions and showing that there is a duality relation betweenthem. Some results about geometry are also to be expeted.Natanzon The lassial Hurwitz numbers desribe the number of branhed overings of spheres.They generate �ut-and-join� operators, whih are used in the theory of integrablesystems and in algebrai geometry. In my talk I desribed an analogue of lassi-al ut-and-join operators, generated by branhed overings of the disk. They aresimilar to some half lassial ut-and-join operators.Some future diretions related to my talk:Constrution of an algebra of di�erential operators, assoiated with open stringtheory.Pratoussevith I gave a talk on topologial invariants of Gorenstein quasi-homogeneous singularities.Some related questions are as follows.It would be interesting to study anti-holomorphi involutions (real forms) on (iso-lated) singularities, using Dolgahev's onstrution for quasi-homogeneous surfaesingularities and its generalisations for higher dimensions.25



Reeve In my talk I disussed families of hords in a�ne 4-spae whih onnet points oftwo smooth surfaes at whih the tangent planes are �weakly-parallel�, that is, areparallel to a ommon hyperplane. This work ontinues earlier researhes by myself,Zakalyukin and others on �entre symmetry sets� (the envelopes of suh hords) forpairs of urves in the plane, pairs of surfaes in a�ne 3-spae and a pair onsistingof a urve and a surfae in 3-spae. I desribed the lassi�ation of austis, rim-inants and wavefronts aording to the various geometrial relationships betweentwo surfaes in 4-spae.Future diretions:(a) the study of similar objets in higher dimensions (for example surfaes in 5-spae), possibly also allowing for hords between manifolds of di�erent dimensions.(b) the lassi�ation ould lead to a range of open topologial problems onerningwhih singularities an oexist.Sedykh* Singularities of austis and wave fronts were lassi�ed by V.Arnol'd and V.Zakalyukinabout 40 years ago. Many times, Arnol'd has emphasized the problem of the investi-gation of the loal struture of stable Lagrange and Legendre singularities. Surpris-ingly, this problem was not solved till now. Only some partial results were obtained.Namely, V.Vassiliev has found the parities of adjaeny indies of multisingularitiesof neighbouring odimensions (see V.A.Vassiliev, Lagrange and Legendre harater-isti lasses, Adv. Stud. Contemp. Math., vol. 3, Gordon and Breah, New York1988). I found the adjaeny indies of singularities of generi wave fronts in spaesof dimension at most 6 (see V.D.Sedykh, On the topology of wave fronts in spaesof low dimension, Russian Aad. Si. Izv. Math., v.6 (2012), no.2, 375-418.).Future diretions:The topology of singularities of Lagrange and Legendre mappings will be a veryimportant subjet of future investigations.Takahashi* My talk was on ompletely integrable �rst order ordinary di�erential equations. Animpliit �rst order ordinary di�erential equation is given by f : M → PTN . We saythat the equation is ompletely integrable if there exists an immersive one-parameterfamily of geometri equations like as expliit equations. In order to onsider globalsituations, we need to onsider not only bifurations but also semi-loal ases. Themain result in my talk was to give generi lassi�ations of bifurations and multiompletely integrable �rst order ordinary di�erential equations by using Legendresingularity theory.Future diretions:(a) onsider generi lassi�ations of bifurations and multi partial di�erential equa-tions, and also higher order ordinary di�erential equations.(b) onsider a relationship between di�erential geometry and ompletely integrableordinary di�erential equations.Additionally it would be interesting to study bifurations resulting from the re-searhes of Farid Tari.Tari* In my talk I onsidered projetions of a smooth and regular surfae M in theMinkowski 3-spae R3
1 along lightlike diretions to a �xed transverse plane. Thelightlike diretions in R3

1 an be parametrised by a irle on the lightone and the26



resulting 1-parameter family of projetions an be onsidered as viewing M along aspeial �amera motion�. The assoiated 1-parameter families of ontour generatorsand apparent ontours reveal some aspets of the extrinsi and intrinsi geometry ofM. We an haraterise geometrially the generi Ae-odimension ≤ 1 singularitiesof a given projetion and onsider their bifurations in the family of projetions.We an also show that the families of ontour generators and apparent ontoursare solutions of ertain �rst order ordinary di�erential equations and obtain theirgeneri loal on�gurations.Future diretions:There is always a set of points on a losed surfae in R3
1 where the indued metriis degenerate, and for generi surfaes, this set is a smooth urve labeled the Lousof Degeneray (LD). The LD splits the surfae into Riemannian and Lorentzianregions. The question is to understand the passage from the Riemannian to theLorentzian geometry through the LD. For example, what is the behaviour of thegeodesis at points on the LD? Similar questions to those I spoke about in my talkan be asked for a manifoldM (of any dimension) with a metri of varying signature.3 Singularities in omputingBrue The presentation by Greuel on Imaginary: Through the Eyes of Mathematishttp://www.imaginary-exhibition.om/about.php?lang=enalthough to an extent for a generi audiene, made me aware of an extremely pow-erful piee of free software �Surfer�http://www.imaginary-exhibition.om/surfer.phpthat should prove an invaluable tool in geometri experimentation in my researh.Buhweitz Can we extend the magni�ent omputer algebra systems Maaulay2 or Singular tohandle the algebras in my ontribution to Setion 1 above?Greuel Algorithmi and omputational aspets of the future diretions (a) and (b) undermy name in Setion 2.
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